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Students
react to
blizzard

Nemo
finds
Fairfield
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
NEWS EDITOR
BY COURTNEY TODD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

No driving. Stay inside. Be
careful.
These were all commands
given to Connecticut residents by
Gov. Dannel Malloy this past weekend during the biggest blizzard
since 1978.
Beginning just after 7 a.m. on
Friday, snowstorm Nemo began to
attack the Northeast. Classes and
offices were officially closed after
12:30 p.m. on Fairfield's campus.
For almost 24 hours, snow fell
rapidly. Due to the increasingly
dangerous conditions, students returned to their dorms, apartments
and townhouses with plans to stay
put.
As students woke up on Saturday morning, they looked out of
their windows to see covered cars,

blocked doorways and no roads.
Fairfield Department of Public
Safety enforced that students not
attempt to drive until 6 p.m. due to
impassable roads.
Students celebrated in the
fresh powder. They went sledding
and took part in other various winter sports. Some even attempted
to ski and snowboard on the hill
outside of Dolan Hall and down
the street near the townhouse entrance.
Igloos, ice bars and snowmen were built in the townhouse
quads.
Still in a state of emergency,
clean up was ongoing throughout
the state. Beginning on Sunday,
Fairfield students came together
in groups to dig out their cars and
move them to the Walsh Athletic
Center and Kelley Center parking lots. Cancellation of classes
for Monday was announced Sunday afternoon, with predictions of
heavy rain for Monday.

BY KAITLIN MCEWAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Even though the mountain of
snow on top of their cars seemed
never-ending, they sighed, picked
up their shovels and dreaded
what was to come.
Sophomores Carli Markus
and Danny Walsh were not the
only ones who were stuck digging
their cars out from storm Nemo's
record amount of snow dropped
in the New England area last Friday.

"-,

Nicholas DiFazio/ Vie Mirror

Plows worked throughout the storm to help remove 35 inches of snow.
Throughout Monday, roads
were continuously being plowed in
an effort to resume classes on Tuesday. After much progress, most
campus roads were wide enough
for two cars to pass and pathways
were created between main buildings.
Despite the cancellation of 8

a.m. classes, Fairfield University
returned to normal on Tuesday at
9:30 a.m.
With another storm looming
for this weekend, students wonder
what will happen and how the University will respond.
TIMELINE
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Administration
undecided on
class make-ups
BY MAGGIE ANDREW
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Snow days with homework
and 35 inches of snow on the
ground, or more time in May
when the sun Finally emerges and
the snow is long gone?
That's a question students
may have to face if too many
classes are cancelled for inclement weather in the coming weeks.
As students rejoiced over
cancelled classes on Friday, Monday and Tuesday, administrators
needed to consider what missed
time in the classroom means for
the final exam schedule.
Paul Fitzgerald, Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
told The Mirror that it is still too
early in the semester to determine if additional class days will
be necessary.
Because of the unpredictCLASSES I PAGE 5
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Similar snow piles accumulated in front of local homes during the Blizzard of 1978 and last week's storm.

Nemo rivals Blizzard of 78
BY DANIELLE ANCTIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Other than a time span of 35
years, there might not be much
separating the Fairfield of Feb. 6,
1978 from the Fairfield of Feb. 9,
2013.
In 1978, a blizzard brought
high-speed winds and 33 straight
hours of snowfall accumulating
to almost two feet of snow and
high winds to Fairfield and the
rest of the Northeast. Last Friday's
storm, dubbed "Nemo," dumped
35 inches onto the town by 10:00
a.m. on Saturday, according to
the National Weather Service.

In both cases, Fairfield University students were met with
snowed-in cars and houses and
days of canceled classes.
Alumna Maureen Murray
'78 recalled a chaotic few days
spent on campus during the 1978
blizzard. Murray worked in the
campus center office for Jim Fitzpatrick, who still works for the
University, and said she was responsible for answering phones.
Answering the calls was
"very crazy," she said. "I didn't
really have any information to
give people because I didn't really know what was going on...
other than school was closed for

the day."
During Nemo, Fairfield University utilized its StagAlert system to notify University members of important updates via
email, text messaging and voicemails.
Murray also said she recalls
being one of the only seniors
on campus, as most juniors and
seniors then lived at the beach.
Many of her friends were stuck
at their beach houses, and the
Seagrape Cafe, then known as
the Nautilus, ran out of alcohol.
Senior Sam Goodnow said
NEMO
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I feel that the
University's snow
preparedness was
mediocre; however,
students came together to help each
other dig out."
-Jordan Freeman '13
While
some
students
planned on using Sunday as a
homework day, the blizzard had
something else in store for them.
Students were informed
through an instant alert system
put out by Fairfield University
on Sunday that, in order for the
parking lots to get plowed properly, students needed to shovel
out their cars so they could be
moved to another lot..
"We tried to make cleaning
up fun and all of our friends came
and helped us shovel the car out,"
Markus said.
Many students had similar
stories about their friends helping anywhere they could when it
came to removing cars from the
powdery, heavy snow.
STUDENTS
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Timeline: Tweeting during Nemo
Friday, Feb. 8
FairfieidMirror ;,i»r«Feir%Me»
»£**» I
Mailoy: 'You're doing the wrong thing" if you decide to head out
onto the highway.
Collapse ♦■ Reply tl Ret-*se) H Fsworrte •*• Mow

Hartford Courant
Gov. Mailoy announces travel ban for aii major highways around
state, effective at 4 p.m.
CoHspse •*• ResWy Vt Rswreei * Favorite •«*Store

Saturday, Feb. 9

FairfieldMirror
Tomorrow, library open from noon to 10 p.m., RecPtex 10 a.m. to S
p.m., Downtown Bookstore noon to 6 p.m.. Stag Spirit Shop 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m

Monday, Feb. 11
«

Fairfield University
,, Classes will resume, and offices will open, at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesdav
February 12. Therefore, 8' a.m. classes orriy are canceled.
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Andrews attracts nearly 400 fans in Fairfield

Alexis Khursigara/77ie Mirror

Books in hand, fans of all ages gathered in the downtown Fairfield University Bookstore on Thursday afternoon in anticipation of Andrews' and her daughter's appearance.
BY MAGGIE ANDREW
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

With a speaking voice as
musical as her singing, Julie Andrews chatted with an estimated
400 fans on Thursday as she
signed copies of her latest book,
^■^"rjtte.Very Fairy Princess Follows
.rHef Heart," at the Fairfield University bookstore.
This was one of the many
stops the mother-daughter duo
of Andrews, and her daughter
Emma Walton Hamilton, have
been making to promote their
book release, which is part of
"The Very Fairy Princess" series.
Knowing that their only
chance to interact with the film
and stage icon would be with a
. book in hand, eager fans arrived
jij^itthe downtown bookstore at
8:30 a.m. last Friday to claim a
ticket. Tickets sold out in less
than two hours.
When asked by The Mirror whether she preferred the
theater or Hollywood, Andrews
made sure she gave a thorough
response, though she could not
say which medium she preferred
because they are very different.

She enjoys the "instant
gratification" of the theater, but
the work is the same every day.
Films, her handler helped her
conclude, are more about perfection.
Reporters were told that Andrews wasn't giving any interviews, though Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant vice president of Student
Affairs and the University liaison
to the bookstore, arranged for
students from The Mirror and
The Ham Channel to stand with
the press while Andrews posed
with her book.
One of the singer-actresswriter's handlers had to approve
each photo before they could be
published. A journalist representing the Fairfield Citizen did
not agree with these conditions
enforced, and opposed the fiveminute photo shoot.
The strict photo ban did
not diminish the enthusiasm of
the fans that attended the event.
Even before Andrews arrived,
the crowd began (a spirited version of "The Sound of Music"
classic, "Do-Re-Mi."
At 77 years old, Andrews still
manages to captivate a, crowd

while making each fan feel like
only their conversation matters.
One of the most touching
fan encounters occurred when
a young girl presented Andrews
with a bouquet of roses. The star
graciously hugged the girl, her
sister and overwhelmed mother
while exclaiming, "How lucky am
I!" and "Come and see me again
one day. I love getting hugs."
Sally Smith of Litchfield,
Conn., attended the book signing with her daughter, Terri Gilroy, and granddaughter Shannon Gilroy'14. - .,,
Smith was 14 When she
first met 19-year-old Andrews,
who was at the time making
her Broadway debut in 1954's
"The Boy Friend." While Smith
babysat for a family in; Pound
Ridge, -rN)T,- ^Al^drews arrived for
a cocktail party with a'pioducer,
she told The Mirror:
Many of the party's attendees were much older than Andrews, so She talked to Smith
about her homesickness, confiding that she would listen to the
horns of the Queen Mary and
Queen Elizabeth leaving New
York Harbor to return to Eng-

land.
Smith shared this encounter
with the entertainment legend
nearly 60 years later.
When asked why her daugh-

ter was absent from the book
signing by an eager fan, Andrews
said, "I'm subbing for the two of
us today."

Alexis Khursigara/77ie Mirror

Andrews chats with fans as she signs the latest book in her series.
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Nemo: the revenge of the Blizzard of 1978
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Snowy Flood Smashes Beach
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A copy of The Mirror 1rom 1978 displays their coverage of the storm.

she.was at the Seagrape on Saturday, but it seemed most student beach residents were to be
found elsewhere. Some students
were making snowmen and igloos, she said, and "everyone
had to shovel... but there's nowhere to put the snow."
Fairfield Department of
Public Safety and Connecticut's
Department of Transportation
were unavailable to comment on
the cleanup process of the storm
at press time.
Sophomore Marie Atwill
also said she spent some time
helping to shovel a friend's car
out of the snow and spent the
rest of the time hanging out with
friends in the dorms. "It was a
good time to get laundry done
and relax away from school, especially with hookah," she said.
Senior Ian Diaz said he
spent the weekend watching
basketball, going to the gym and
cooking "'two feasts' with his
girlfriend."
Some current professors
who were at Fairfield during the

Blizzard of '78 recalled how they
spent the days following that
storm.
"We sat in small circles with
gas lamps flickering and listened
on small archaic things called
transistor radios to the old FM
WQXR...occasionally shifting to
hear FM stations still playing the
Grateful Dead and Neil Young,"
said Dr. Philip Eliasoph, professor of art aistory.
Nursing professor Carole
Pomarico said the problems she
faced during the 1978 blizzard
were mainly issues of protocol.
The School of Nursing did not
have "policies for canceling clinical experiences or how to make
up the time lost." Though policies are now in place, making
up clinical times is an issue that
faces current nursing students,
like Andrea Irwin '13, who has
not yet been able to complete
her clinical hours.
"Shutting down a state was
a new phenomena and so was
shutting down the University,"
Pomarico said. "I think the
storm of 1978 was worse because
of the limited resources and no

real previous experience to learn
from."
Dr. Dorothea Braginsky,
professor of psychology, said
she was stranded in New Haven
for almost a week after the 1978
blizzard. "[I] had to climb out
the window and shovel my way
u

The storm of
1978 was worse
because of the limited resources and
no real previous
experience to learn
from.
-Professor Carole Pomarico

to freedom," she said. She said
though "more fun," she believes
the 1978 blizzard was worse than
Nemo.
Braginsky added,
"This
storm [Nemo] was easy since it
was very well predicated. I think
everyone was cozy at home for a
forced restful few days."
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advanced medical care was needed. After several hours, the officers were
informed that due to weather conditions, an ambulance would not be
able to respond to the situation.

Campus Crime Beat

12:35 a.m. - An intoxicated student in Regis Hall was found to have overdosed on alcohol. Adverse weather conditions prevented emergency
medical responders from reaching campus to provide the student with
7:29 p.m. - Ihreats were made between roommates during a dispute in further medical care. DPS officers stayed with the student for over four
Dolan Hall over common area items. The students involved were referred hours, monitoring the student's condition and providing applicable
care.
to Student Conduct.

Tuesday, 2/5

Wednesday, 2/6

12:53 a.m.-A stairwell window in Dolan Hall was broken, possibly due to
thrown snowballs. The incident is under investigation.

7:59 a.m.-A student turned in a large plastic container to DPS containing
a variety of drug paraphernalia. The plastic container was found in the 4:29 a.m. - A strobe light box, a component of the fire alarm system, was
broken on the ground floor of Regis Hall.
woods near 42 Bellarmine Rd.

Thursday, 2/7

3:51 p.m. - Two pairs of boots, each valued at over $100, were stolen from
a corridor in Dolan Hall.

5:00 a.m. - A parking complaint resulted in a vehicle being immobilized
by DPS. The vehicle, a Chevy Silverado, was unregistered with campus
and had accumulated too many unpaid parking tickets.

Sunday, 2/10
12:53 a.m. - An intoxicated male was found vomiting inside a Gonzaga
Hall women's bathroom. The student was referred to Student Conduct.

5:37 p.m. - A $2,000 watch was stolen from a resident in Gonzaga Hall.
The incident occurred sometime last semester and is under investigation.

3:34 p.m.-A student lost their cell phone in the parking lot behind Jogues
Hall. The student placed a phone call to their cell phone, which was answered by an unknown male. The incident is under investigation as a
Friday, 2/8
theft. DPS reminds all that finding valuables on the ground and keeping
8:32 p.m. - A disturbance between two students in Regis Hall ended in them is a crime.
disorderly conduct when a student urinated on the other student's door.
10:09 p.m.-A smoke detector in Townhouse 1 block was punched, caus10:29 p.m. - Criminal mischief occurred in Regis Hall's 3rd floor south ing an alarm. Repair technicians were called in the middle of the night to
bathroom where a toilet stall door was broken off. The incident is under fix the system.
investigation.
Monday, 2/11

Saturday, 2/9

12:58 a.m. - DPS discovered a freshman outside Campion Hall face down
12:21 a.m. - An intoxicated student injured himself by failing outside in a snowbank. The student was found to have overdosed on alcohol and
Dolan Hall, resulting in a laceration to the student's upper thigh area. was transported to St. Vincent's Medical Center.
DPS officers provided medical care for the student and assessed further
s

If you have information about any of these incidents, please contact the Department of Public Safety.

Students struggle
following Nemo
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"We came up with a plan
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/ "It was a lot faster that way
/and then we could hang out and
enjoy the rest of our night and
snow day," she added.
As soon as Sam Maxfield ' 14
woke up Sunday morning, he
noticed a car stuck in front of his
townhouse.
With the help of Public
Safety and about 10 other people, Maxfield and friends were
able to remove the car from the
snow in about two hours.
"It didn't surprise me at all
to see a car stuck when the townhouse roads were barely plowed
and had about a foot of snow on
all of them," explained Maxfield.
Only three shovels were
shared between everyone at the
townhouses, which made digging out cars a much longer and
difficult process.
Senior Jordan Freeman was
lucky enough to not have his car
at school during the storm, but
ended up spending four hours
outside helping friends shovel their cars out of the snowy
mess.
"I feel that the University's
snow preparedness was mediocre; however, the students came
together to help each other dig

out," Freeman commented.
"There was no systematic
plan for what got plowed," he
added.
Freeman reported that the
village was like a zoo and there
were no clear paths made for
walking or driving until late on
Sunday.
Unfortunately for seniors
living at the beach, conditions
were not much better than campus.
Senior Eddie Lynch was outside for hours on Sunday trying
to dig his and his housemates'
cars out of the snow.
Not only did Lynch get bad
sunburn in the middle of winter,
but after successfully digging his
car out of the snow, he found
that one of his tires was flat.
"We were stranded for two
days at our beach house. Digging
out the snow was such a long
and slow process," said Lynch.
Other students took a more
relaxed approach to the storm
and got to fully enjoy all of the
snow that Nemo brought.
Freshman Rachel Steriti and
her friends spent the day building snowmen, having snowball
fights, going sledding and even
skiing and snowboarding down
the library hill.
Steriti added, "It was great
to see everyone at Fairfield
bonding over the snowstorm
and hanging out."
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The mystery of Kairos attracts students
BY JESSICA ESTRADA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"If you want to find out, you
have to discover it yourself," said
Campus Minister Gregory Vigliotta, regarding Fairfield's most mysterious opportunities, Kairos, a
three-day, off-campus retreat that
is open to all students.
Usually held two or three
times each year, roughly 40 students to 50 students attend each
time. By now you may know the
drill: your friends board a bus on
Friday. Some want to go, some are
persuaded by others.

The secrecy is so
important because
it protects the most
impactful part of
the experience.
-Jack Shemtob '15
After three days absence, they
return with a bronze necklace and
a secret.
It's a simple necklace: a
bronze medallion, etched with
five crosses, dangling from a black
cord that's double knotted at the
back. The wearers of these necklaces share a common, bonding
experience.
Most of sophomore Melissa
Cinquina's friends have attended
the retreat. "I get the feeling that
everyone who goes on Kairos
forms close, lasting and meaningful friendships," she said. "The
Kairos community seems very
close-knit."
Meredith Marquez, a member
of the Career Planning office, was a
faculty leader on K22, an affection-

ate nickname for Fairfield University's 22nd Kairos retreat that occurred in December of 2012.
"Most students go on Kairos
because one of their friends went
and told them it was an awesome
experience - something they had
to do before they graduated," Marquez said. "Students come back to
campus refreshed, energized, and
pretty darn happy," she continued,
explaining that this phenomenon
is what many students refer to as
the Kai-High.
For most members, the experience doesn't end with the initial
retreat, which is covered in layers
of secrecy.
Students that have already attended Kairos do not discuss the
retreat activities outside of the Kairos community. When asked about
the retreat, most students respond,
"We really can't talk about it..."
Jake Shemtob '15, was encouraged to attend Kairos by his
friends within the Campus Ministry Lector community.
"People told me that it's on
the top of the list of things to do
before you graduate," he said. Shemtob signed up immediately for
K19, and it had a lasting impact on
his life.
"Kairos helped me in a rough
time during my freshman year at
Fairfield," Shemtob said. "I reconnected with myself and remembered that no matter what, there
are people who loved me and
cared for me."
"It puts things into perspective for you and reminds you about
the greatest gift in the world ...
love," Shemtob added.
Students say that new members are welcomed into the Kairos
community as family.

Contributed Photo

Last semester's participants of Fairfield's Kairos 22 retreat return to campus "refreshed and energized."
As for the secrecy, Shemtob
shared the Kairos community's
mentality. "The secrecy is so important because it protects the
most impactful part of the experience," he said. "I don't think
people would be as amazed with
the experience if it wasn't for the
secret."
Though many students who
attend the retreat speak highly of
it, some students are hesitant to go
altogether.
Junior Jon Clarke explained,
"A lot of people didn't like the 'retreats' they were forced to go on for
residential colleges. Also, I think
that a lot of people just don't really
know what it is or haven't heard of
them." He added, "Students might
think that you have to be part of
some club or you have to be a practicing Catholic in order to go."
Tiana Noujaim '16 agreed, "I

Contributed Photo

Although Kairos involves aspects of Catholicism, all are welcome.
don't know anyone who would be
going, and I don't really like surprises. All this secrecy behind this
retreat is making me really nervous
about going."

Applications and a $65 retreat
fee are due Friday, Feb. 15.
Students can sign up on the
Fairfield University website at
www.fairfield.edu/retreats.

University not yet decided on additional classes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

ability of future storms, "there
is still much that we don't know
about how much class time we
may lose," Fitzgerald said.
He acknowledges that he
does not have a timetable on
making the decision to rearrange
the final exam schedule in order
to accommodate more class time.
Fitzgerald says that class days

were added following Hurricane
Sandy "to make possible a recoup
of all of the lost time," without extending the semester or changing
the Thanksgiving break.
Last fall's storm caused a
three credit hour course to lose
150 minutes of class time.
"In the days and weeks
ahead, I will confer with Senior
University leadership, including the Academic Deans, FUSA

"r

There is still much
that we don't know
about how much
class time we may
lose.
-Paul Fitzgerald,
Senior V.P.for
Acatemte

leadership will be consulted, and
Academic Council will take up the
matter," Fitzgerald explains.
While students involved with
FUSA will be involved if such discussions are necessary, other students debate about the days off.
Chelsey Silva '15 said, "Right
now I'd rather be out, but I know
I'd regret it in May. When the
weather is like this I just want to
stay in my bed, but in May I can

hang out and do fun things."
Sophomore Allie Skibiak
agrees that she would rather have
school now and leave for summer
vacation earlier.
Ebuka Arinze '13, on the
other hand, would rather have
free time now, even if class days
needed to be added on at the end
of the semester.
In the end, only time, and the
weather, will tell.

Give us a few weeksf We'll give you options,
Summer at SHU gives you choices:
■ Catch Up or Get Ahead
■ Three Sessions Available
■ Over 100 Courses to Choose From
■ Visiting Students Welcome
■ Study Online or on the Fairfield Campus

Late Spring:
May 20-May 31
Summer Session I:
3un3-MlO
Summer Session II:
Julll-Augl6

Sg£

UNIVERSITY

Turn your options
into outcomes.

Register for classes today.

203-371-7830 Fairfield
203-323-4959 Stamford
Avw.SacredHeart.edu/uc.cfm
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Bridgeport welcomes student interns
BY ASHLEY PAH OI.SKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Fairfield University
administration has been avidly working with the City of
Bridgeport officials to open up
internship opportunities that
are aimed to "enhance educational opportunities for Fairfield
students," says Rama Sudhakar,
Vice President of Marketing and
Communications.
More than two dozen new
internship opportunities were
developed, focusing on a variety of city functions. Internships range from the Office of
the Mayor and other city leaders
to Sustainability, Information
Technology and even the Animal Shelter.
The interns' roles are to assist with these projects and exercise community event coordination skills. Sudhakar explains,
"Students will perform research,
develop marketing and training programs, while completing
sustainability and assessment
work."
How was Fairfield University able to develop this internship for students? Father von
Arx initiated the conversation
with Mayor Finch, administrative assistants and Sudhakar last
spring.
"Father von Arx asked me
to facilitate continuing discussions with the city officials to

Contributed Photo

Fairfield interns join President von Arx and Bridgeport Mayor Bill Finch to announce the initiative.
explore collaborative, educational opportunities related to
the recent economic development initiatives being led by the
Mayor," says Sudhakar. "The development of these new internship opportunities was a result
of these collaborative discussions."
The Bridgeport internships
are new additions to those already offered, and they began at
the start of the spring semester.
The goal is to continuously
offer these internships throughout the sumnjer. and, future se-

mesters, while striving to attain
additional opportunities to add
to the mix. As long as the city
projects are available to pursue,
Fairfield University students will
be given the opportunity to fill
the open spaces.
Von Arx comments, "Internships are an essential component of a Fairfield education." Sudhakar adds, "The goal
is to continue to enhance and
strengthen the experiential
learning opportunities available to our students, so that they
are in-the best Etositiohto begin

their careers or go on to graduate schools."
In order for students to take
advantage of this opportunity,,
those interested should work
with faculty members to incorporate academic internships
into their schedule. More than
a dozen, students are currently
working with the Bridgeport
internship program in a variety of departments and offices,
including the Mayor's office,
City Attorney's office, Hurrijan
Resources Labor Relations and
Civil Service.

One of the students taking
advantage of this opportunity is
Sarah Bennett '14. "I was hired
by Elaine Ficarra, Mayor Finch's
Director of Communications.
It's been a lot of fun so far, and
I've already learned a lot," says
Bennett.
While interning, Bennett
conducts research to help get the
Mayor's statements published.
"I'm minoring in Communications and Economics, both of
which are recurring themes in
the Mayor's daily duties, and by
extension his staff's," Bennett
explains. "This experience has
really made me appreciate how
much work goes into running a
large city like Bridgeport."
The Bridgeport internships,
although new, have already
made an impact on the students
involved. These opportunities
lend themselves to opening
more doors for Fairfield students.
"Fairfield University is
proud to be a part of the fabric of
the Bridgeport community. The
new internship opportunities
for our students add another
strand of relationship that binds
Fairfield and Bridgeport together," says von Arx: "Internships
are an essential component of a
Fairfield education, and for our
students, these new learning experiences will expose them to
how a complex, multicultural,
and dynamic city operates."

^.»i/ '•«*.-■■■-.«.,.

Chip's in Fairfield is now accepting
the STAG card!

525 Tunxis Hill Cutoff • (203) 332-3370
Ch ipsRestaurants. com
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It's that loving time
of year again
... or not.
Many on campus are feeling the love this
Valentine's Day, but if you aren't,
you're not alone
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Ways to spend Valentine's Day
FROM THE MIRROR
STAFF

The worst Valentine's Day
•

Get too many
singing grams

•

Have too many
people proclaiming their love for
you

• Prick your finger
on the dozen
roses your loved
one gave you

Nicholas Sparks
movie marathon.

• Get food poisoning from the hundred dollar meal *
you just spent for
your date

e^s

• Have a good date
and then have
your credit card
get declined
•

• Wake up and realize that you're
actually single

• Have nowhere to
put all the stuffed
animals from
your suitors

• The only card
you get is from
your mother - or
ex.

• Not like the silver
jewelry you got
because you're
more of a gold
person

•

Have too many
people proclaiming their love for
you
Your man turned
into the Old
Spice guy. Or
Ryan Gosling.

Pimple.

• Be allergic to the
puppy your boyfriend got you

The best Valentine's Day

• Your woman
turned into Kate
Upton. Or Jennifer Lawrence.

f\9

Choke on
sweetheart candy

Private One Direction concert
(for our sports
editor).
Your professor
cancels class.

^~~~^^'

Secret admirers
make themselves
known and
they're your campus crushes.
Men's soccer
decides to strip
again.
Men's soccer
decides to strip
again.
Men's soccer
decides to strip
again.
Men's soccer
decides to strip
again.
You're given
an early dinner
time because a
reservation fell
through.
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Love is in the food
Bakery
brings
France to
Fairjield
BY KELSEY

BY LOAN LE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

G U ERIN

THE VINE EDITOR

Whether you're trying to
impress a sweetheart or
just get over a bad day,
it's hard to go wrong with chocolate.
Fairfield has the perfect bakery to
meet both of these needs — and every sweet craving in between.
Located at 1903 Post Road, Isabelle et Vincent is a family-owned
French bakery that serves up delicious treats made fresh each day.
Isabelle et Vincent sells a wide
range of French pastries and bakery
items, with the quiche as a particularly tasty option. The buttery crust
is filed with a smooth blend of eggs,
cheese and different vegetables or
meats. While these quiche are on
the smaller side, they are perfect for
a light but satisfying breakfast or late
afternoon snack.
However, the clear standout
items are the different desserts and
treats.

The good,
thehad
and the
Grammys

Nicholas DiFazio/1 he Mirror

Isabelle et Vincent's hand-crafted chocolate hearts are available as a special Valentine's Day treat.
Small heart-shaped chocolates
are sold individually off of trays in
one of die many different cases displaying the bakery's products. These
chocolates are deliriously prepared,
with the outer shell meldng in your
mouth to reveal a soft caramel fillingAlso notable are the macarons,
lined up in trays that are tucked
between cakes and tarts piled high
with fresh fruits. The macarons
come in a variety of flavors including vanilla, chocolate and lemon.
A light and airy treat with a creamy
middle, these sweet cookies are sure
to satisfy any sugar craving.
Isabelle et Vincent also provides its own homemade ice cream,
although they ascribe more fame to
one of their hot beverages: the deli-

riously sweet "Layered Hot Chocolate."
The shop first opened in May
2008 after the Koenig family packed
up all of their belongings and moved
from France to the United States.
"We sold everything to come
here," said Vincent Koenig, the owner and chef of the store. 'Everything'
included their already successful
pastry shop in Strasbourg, France.
They had a dream of starting fresh
in the States, bringing high-quality
French treats across the pond with
them. "We love a challenge," he
said.
While Koenig bakes, his wife
Isabelle handles many of the business and customer service aspects
of running the shop.
After sampling some of the

products Isabelle et Vincent has to
offer, it might be surprising to learn
that Koenig had no formal training
at culinary school. "In France, it's
not the way to go to culinary school,"
he explained.
Instead, he started gaining experience during his first job at the
age of 16. Since then, he became a
certified Master of chocolate, pastry
and ice cream - an accomplishment
which he estimated is shared by
only around 1,000 chefs in France.
Isabelle et Vincent has received
numerous awards for its products,
which can only be found at the shop
in Fairfield to ensure quality control. Of course, the high quality and
fresh-from-France taste is not inexpensive, but the prices are fair and
well worth the purchase.

The Grammy Awards recognize significant achievements in the music industry with such awards going out to
Best Artist of the Year, Record of the
Year, Album of the Year and more.
This year's 55th Grammy Awards
took place in Los Angeles, Calif, on
Feb. 10.
Here are just some moments
of note - the good and the bad:

TAYLOR WHINES
Country-pop singer Taylor
Swift performed "We Are Never
Ever Getting Back Together" from
her 2012 album "Red." The most
interesting part of Swift's set had
nothing to do with her singing - because it was the typical 'woe is me'
deal - but what stole the show were
the costumes. And not in a good
way. As the country-pop singer
strutted across stage, distracting
clowns would jump out of nowhere
and bunny-human specimens with
their high tops would follow a few
steps behind.
News organizations report
that Swift also dissed Harry Styles,
GRAMMYS
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Grammys 2013:
Reviewing the
best and the worst
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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her former and short-lived beau,
toward the end by mimicking a
British accent. That may or may
not have happened; I couldn't tell
because of her horrible accent. The
message came through loud and
clear to One Direction fans, though,
who began attacking Swift via Twitter for the slight.

JUSTIN
BACK

BRINGS

SEXY

"This performance marks the
return of a man who was born to
make music," Beyonce said by
way of introducing one of Sunday
night's greatest performers. She
then beckoned everyone to get on
their feet - not that the audience
members needed an incentive - to
welcome Justin Timberlake to the
stage.
Timberlake is bringing sexy
back. (Sorry, I just had to do that.)
He blew away members with his
performance of his single "Suit and
Tie." This came after a seven-year
absence from solo performance;
his last album "FutureSex/LoveSounds" was released on 2006. That
is not to say he was doing nothing; he went on to collaborate with
Madonna, Duran Duran, 50 Cent
and more. He also honed his acting skills in movies such as "Bad
Teacher," "The Social Network" and
"Friends with Benefits."
"Suit and Tie" is just one song
from his album "The 20/20 Experi-
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The past week on

ence," which is scheduled for
release on March 19.

NEMO THE BLIZZARD

* Follow

aitsStormNemo

FRANK OCEAN
WINS, CHRIS
BROWN IS A
SORE LOSER

JUST Fi ** * UP THE EAST COAST HARD
WITH MY LUCKY FIN SHARK BAIT 00
HAHA

I
admittedly
never got around
to listening to Frank
Ocean, but his performance of "Forrest Gump" won
me over. I'm told that "Forrest
Gump" wasn't his best song from
his album "Channel Orange," but I
think Ocean pulled it off.
Ocean ended up winning the
gramophone for Best Urban Contemporary Album. As he went up
to make his speech, the camera
showed Chris Brown remaining in
his seat while everyone else gave
Ocean a standing ovation. Significant? Yes. It seems like Brown is
still feeling 'sore' about their altercation from two weeks ago, but the
fight with Brown seemed far from
Ocean's thoughts.

♦* Reply &• Reiwee! # Favorw •»• Mom

KELLY CLARKSON STILL
HAS THE "IT" FACTOR
Winner of the first season of
"American Idol," Kelly Clarkson
has continued to create solid and
popular music, as evidenced by
her win in the category of Best Pop
Vocal Album for her 2012 album
"Stronger." She went on to give
an astounding tribute to Lifetime
Achievement recipients by singing
Patti Page's "Tennessee Waltz" and

Contributed Photo

"(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural
Woman," originally sung by Aretha
Franklin and co-written by Carole
King.

1,443

Bu&&«aw^s

l;Q*i*M-9Fabia

•^ Ellen DeGeneres

ALICIA KEYS OVERSHADOWS ADAM LEVINE
I love Adam Levine's voice
when it's a part of Maroon 5. But
Keys' strong, potent singing overshadowed his softer, mellower
voice in their performance of "Girl
on Fire." It would have made more
sense if Alicia Keys got her own
stage, but who knows what the
Grammy organizers were thinking?

568

%■ Follow
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I had the best time presenting with
(^Beyonce. For anyone who is contused- I'm
the one to the left. GRAMMYs
say.ly/QIU59mY
<•"" Reply tS> Retweet # Favorite ••• Mom

CARRIE UNDERWOOD
WON
I personally think that Carrie Underwood's performance put
Swift's to shame. Six-time Grammy
winning country singer who rose to
fame after her stint on "American
Idol," Underwood won Best Country Song with "Blown Away," and
the audience members were surely
'blown away' by her live performance of that song and "Two Black
Cadillacs."

Fall Out Boy's reunion is no
comeback of the year

The Ellen DeGerteres Show's photo "I had the best time
presents.,."
\ had the best time presenting with ©Beyotwe, Fw anyone who is confused- fm
fee one TO the left iGRAMMVs
WioSay

BY ENXHI MYSLYMI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fall Out Boy released a new
song titled "My Songs Know
What You Did In the Dark
(Light 'Em Up)," where the only
thing similar between this and the
old Fall Out Boy is the long song
tide.
"It's definitely different," says

Elizabeth Parks'15.
"Different" does not begin to
describe it. The song does not take
advantage of lead vocalist Patrick
Stump's vocal range. It relies more
on heavy effects and a catchy tune
than insightful lyrics and a poppunk sound, which helped establish their fan base. The song can
be considered almost mainstream
with how "cheesy and over the top"

Contributed Photo

it is, according to Alex Harrington
'15.
Fall Out Boy was created in
2001 and released their first album
in 2003 tided "Take This to Your
Grave." Their fifth studio album
tided "Folie a Deux" came out in
2008, and they released "Greatest
Hits" in 2009. That year, the band
stated that they were taking a hiatus to work on their solo careers
but assured fans that they were not
breaking up.
Bassist Pete Wentz and singer
Patrick Stump worked on the lyrics together, with Wentz writing
most of the songs. He established
an ironic and almost satirical tone
to Fall Out Boy's music, which is
known for songs covering topics
about love, heartbreak, trust and
infidelity.
"My Songs Know What You Did
In the Dark," however, will surprise
avid fans of Fall Out Boy with what
is nothing more than a mainstream
sound. It does not have an overall
theme, and other than four short
verses that add depth to the song, it
is simply a replay of the chorus.
The band went from "I'm just
a notch in your bedpost, but you're
FALL OUT BOY ! MM 10
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Truth is, I'm only retiring because I want to
catch up on all the episodes of 'The Walking
Dead' I've got on my TiVb. *Pope
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Breaking news: We're still taking
applications for a special valentine. (Skunks
need not apply.) Gobble gobble.
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YouListen
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Contributed Photo

The Fall Out Boy band members burn records for the cover art of their newest single,
"My Songs Know What You Did In the Dark (Light Em Up)," now available for download.

Fall Out Boy missteps
with new sound
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

9

just a line in a song," to singing, "So light 'em
up up up" over 12 times in the three-minute
song. It has about as much depth as Nicki
Minaj rapping, "Starships were meant to fly,
hands up and touch the sky."
Granted, music has changed since their
hiatus. What used to be radios constantly
playing Panic! At the Disco, My Chemical
Romance and blink-182 has turned into
music being consumed by the likes of Justin
Bieber, Nicki Minaj and the popular "Gangnam Style."
The focus on today's songs has become more about the beat, with 2 Chainz's
"Birthday Song" becoming popular, even
though its lyrics consist of "All I want for my

birthday is a big booty [girl]," only because
of how catchy it is. The importance behind
song lyrics has been lost
Fall Out Boy is unfortunately exemplifying this change in music by focusing
more on special effects, which do not do
Patrick Stump's voice justice. There are no
instrumental bridges or soaring vocals that
established their unique sound. The band
is going against their original intentions of
creating seamless and cohesive albums,
with the consensus being that they can do
much better than this.
The song had a stint on the list of top
10 singles on the iTunes charts, so do give
it a chance, but do not except to be relieved
of the nostalgia that Fall Out Boy's four-year
hiatus created.

Who said metal vocals have to consist exclusively of incoherent screams and guttural
wrenching? Glenn Danzig, lead singer of Danzig and previously of The Misfits, is proof
that you can be a talented singer and be in a metal band. I like to refer to him as the Elvis of metal, and one listen to this track proves that this seemingly contradictory genre
fusion works superbly. "Mother'' is a track off their first album, and it is the best example of Glenn Danzig's self-assured jump from punk to metal. I usually put this song
on while I'm walking to dass in the morning - you know, when 1 need that extra push to
make walking seem worth it but I don't want to give myself a headache. It is the perfect
mix of motivational guitar badassery and carefully crafted vocals that will make any
boring walk feel like you're about to take on the zombie apocalypse (in a good way).

"Belispeak"
by Purity Ring

Fairfield University Career Planning Center's weekly update.
EMPLOYER APPLICATION DEADLINES
People's United Bank
Risk Management Intern
Treasury Intern
People's United Bank
2013 Full Time Operations Analyst
Royal Bank of Scotland
Marketing Assistant at Innovative Marketing Firm
Spark451
Spring Internship
MG Advisors
Fisher International
Programmer/Developer
2013 NYM eXplore Program
PwCLLP
Elevate - PwC's Leadership Program - Nationwide
PwCLLP
Start Intern Summer 2013 - Nationwide
PwCLLP
Project Manager / Implementation Consultant
Epic
Solutions Engineer / Problem Solver - Technical Services
Epic
Alexander Bee Corp. Recruiters Accountant - Leading Private Equity Firm
Site Director
Let's Get Ready
Non-Traditional Engineer / Problem Solver
Epic
Xerox Corporation
Tax Analyst Internship
Marketing/Sales Internship - Spring
H.D. Segur
Jefferies Finance LLC
Analyst
Aquinas Consulting
Recruiting Intern
McGladrey
Pathways Externship Program
Discover KPMG Leadership Program
KPMG LLP
Insight
Global Recruiter/ Account Manager
Ernst & Young LLP
Assurance - External Audit Staff
Ernst & Young LLP
Emerging Leaders Program
Sourcing Analyst Intern
GE Corporate
Target Stores
Executive Intern
Executive Team Leader
Target Stores
Executive Team Leader- Assests Protection
Target Stores

02/13/2013
02/13/2013
02/14/2013
02/14/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/15/2013
02/16/2013
02/19/2013
02/19/2013
02/19/2013
02/21/2013
02/21/2013
02/22/2013
02/23/2013
02/23/2013
02/23/2013

Be sum to visit Experience frequently for the latest position announcements.
VisJthfoJlhirittexpeaeace.com
February 14* Thursday

Do you love us? Then LIKE us

11:00a.m. -2:00p.m.

Wednesday
Thursday

Making the most of the Career Fair
Delortte Resume Workshop

12:00-1:00p.m.
1:30-3:30p.m.

BCC

BCC 206
BCC Lobby

DROP IN HOURS FOR THE WEEK:
Every Tuesday through Friday

1:30pm - 4:00pm

jj Like us on Facebook www iacebcofc.conVFaitfefclCPC

CAREER FAIR
THURSDAY Feb. 21st

; Follow us on Twitter @FairfieldCPC

"Left Aligned"
by This Town Needs Guns
TTNG is one of my favorite math rock bands for two reasons: They have a great vocalist,
and they are still just as good as when they started For those of you who aren't familiar,
math rock is a genre based on strange time signatures and complex guitar noodl ing. Most
math rock bands don't have a vocalistbecause it's simply too hard to add another layer
over impossible guitar riffs (e.g. Hella), and most that do have a vocalist eventually turn
into second-rate indie rock bands because it's too difficult to keep making new music of
that caliber (e.g. Maps & Atlases). However, TTNGdefies all. Originally a four-piece, they
recently lost their vocalist and bassist, replaced them with a singing bassist and released
a new album last month as the world's coolest power trio "Left Aligned" is my current
favorite off their latest album. It makes you ponder the definition of intensity; the Welshaccented vocals are soft, the guitar is without distortion, yet the song still forces me to be
lame enough to play air guitar and mouth each word every time I hear it

7 Get a Kick Out of You
by Ella Fitzgerald

WORKSHOPS
Feb. 13th
Feb. 13th

Don't let the band name fool you - these people have nothing to do with the Jonas
Brothers. This Canadian synth-pop duo is relatively new to the big time, which depresses me a bit because they've only had time to release one album. "Shrines" was
dropped over the summer and it's been blowing up ever since. I've been lucky enough
to see Purity Ring twice since the release of "Shrines," and their live show is equally as
psychedelically calming as their music. Each song on the album is a calculated mix
of drum and synth pads along with the vocals of Megan James, whose singing style
can only be described as incomprehensibly cute (just like Megan James). "Belispeak"
stands out for me because it is the one song on the album that differs in terms of its
emotion. While other songs seem to be born from opiatic warmth, this track is a haunting descent into the collective mind that is Purity Ring.

Alright, fine. You all were expecting a Valentine's Day playlist in a Mirror issue released the
day before that godforsaken holiday. This is the best you're going to get. To start, I don't
need to explain to you why Ella Fitzgerald was one the coolest cats in history. If I do, you
clearly haven't listened to her sing yet This particular song shows what a true badass she
really is. In professing her love (or at least fondness) to the recipient of this tune, she takes a
unique route. Instead of going with the typical Hallmark approach, Ella starts off by asserting that alcohol and the prospect of cocaine don't excite her. She then questions why she
only feels amazing when she is around this one person, and why she can't get enjoyment
out of substances that seem to be doing it for everyone else around her. I think that's one of
the most sincere ways a person can describe their feelings for someone they strongly care
about: You make me feel eternally drunk, but my addiction to you doesn't result in endless
hangovers, divorce and unemployment Isn't that all love really is - a natural high?
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#PapalProblems
It seems like a silly time to step down when you've accrued 1.5 million followers on Twitter in the last two months
We've all heard that Pope Benedict XVI announced his
resignation on Feb. 11, being the first pope to do so since the
15th century.
Frankly, we couldn't care less. In modern times, the pope
seems about as useful as the British royal family.
But this unexpected move is important in that it draws
attention to greater problems with the Catholic Church as a
whole. Our main point of contention: hypocrisy.
Let's look at one of the Pope's tweets, published less than
two weeks ago:
"Today I have a special thought for every religious: may
they always follow Christ faithfully in poverty, chastity and
obedience."
(First of all, we know English isn't your native language,
Joe, but a grammatically correct tweet would be nice.)
Let's dissect this tweet step-by-step.
Following Christ faithfully in poverty. Hmm ... how much
is your papal cross (that big gold staff you carry around) worth?
Sell it, dude. Your papal slippers were tailor-made. Necessary?
We acknowledge that the Catholic Church does a great
amount to help those in poverty around the world, but lead
by example. The Franciscan Friars of the Renewal are a great
showcase of how this is completely plausible within the
Church.
Next: Following Christ in chastity.
We don't care if priests break their vow of chastity. Except
when it is to rape children.
Though Benedict XVI hasn't been direcdy associated with
any pedophelia scandals (and it would be wrong to suggest
that he has), he sure has helped make it seem like pedophelia
within the Church isn't a big deal. As a cardinal in 1985, he
signed a letter against the unfrocking of a priest convicted of
child molestation.
His actions in that instance have never been officially denounced by the Church, and he's been awfully quiet as pope
about further instances of child abuse by priests.
And finally: Following Christ in obedience.
There's no rule anywhere saying you can't step down as
pope. It's been done before. But really? Preach that you should
follow your god's calling in life, and then quit as head of his
business? Did your god suddenly decide you weren't right for
the job? Doesn't seem too omniscient to me if he's changing
his mind eight years later (but that's a whole different argument).
The problem of a religion is a big one to tackle, but the
pope's resignation should provide some food for thought.
TO THE EDITOR, FAIRFIELD MIRROR
Kudos to Giovanna Giampa for her fine article "Students contemplate
the core courses" {Mirror 2/6/13, p. 2). It was particularly praiseworthy to get
the opinions of recent alumni, who effectively answer those current students
who complain that the core is too large, that it has "unnecessary classes" that
it "didn't help me pick my major," and that its wide diversity of courses is "ridiculous." Quite apart from helping to develop discerning and caring citizens, the Fairfield core's size and diversity fulfill practical career needs.
What too many students do not understand, but will understand once
they get out into the real world, is that firms and corporations do not want
narrow specialists who follow cookbook, paint-by-the-numbers approaches
to problems. Those firms are looking for people who think outside the box
and who have the creativity to deal with unexpected changes in the economic
climate. Alumna Jessica Harrell '04 said it best in last week's article: "I am
more comfortable in a variety of situations than I would have been without
the experiences of my core classes." (Mirror, p. 2).
Successful professionals are those who make connections and think
of possibilities that no one had thought of before. To make such creative connections you must have a broad range of knowledge. The broader the range,
the greater the number of possible connections, and hence the more imaginative and productive the professional. When you are interviewing for a job
following graduation, tell your potential employer about the core that you
went through here at Fairfield. Chances are that he or she will be thinking
"Thank God! At last, someone who is not a narrow specialist and might actually come up with some new ideasfor ourfirm!"
Sincerely,
William Abbott
Department of History
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Have an opinion about somethingelse?
Send usyour thoughts to opinion@faiijielanvrror.com

Lisa Tkach/77ie Mirror

Blizzard coping should be simple
BY LEIGH TAUSS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Not being able to open the front
door was justification enough not to
leave the house. Fairfield had gone
tundra over night. My cat was terrified.
By noon we still hadn't heard any
plow and began to question if shoveling the driveway had been worth the
effort. Still donning a monochromatic
sweat suit and snowveralls, I ate instant noodles and premature cocktails commenced.
Extolling the end times. They
just keep on coming.
As if we haven't experienced
enough extreme weather, Nemo
swept over the eastern shore board
blanketing Connecticut with more
than three feet of snow; more than
most of us natives can recall seeing in
our lifetimes.
For the modern day human a
blizzard is at worst a minor inhibition
and at best an impromptu holiday. I
was lucky enough not to be employed
at Shoprite and forced to dig out a
street to get my minimum wage job
for time and a half pay at noon. I was
mot lucky enough to avoid the annoyance of a brief power outage and the
agony of realizing said-Shoprite was
scourged of chicken flavored ramen
noodles.
The real winners during these

fleeting crises are, of course, the venerable Hummer owners, who finally
get to prove the masculinity of their
investment.
What did we do before moonrovers? For the early colonists of
New England, a few feet of snow was
catastrophic. Ghost towns litter the
northeast. How fragile we were. Little
wonder the puritans felt like trembling "Sinners" as Jonathan Edwards
would write, "In the Hands of an Angry God"
And maybe it was the mystical
way the steam rose out of the hot tub
and seemed to swirl and drift across
the glacial expanse, a timeless leveling
of our fast history, or maybe just one
too many toddy's, but it dawned on
me that what for the pilgrims would
have been an extinction event, for ancient man was a mere fact of life.
While most Homo sapiens fled
south to habitable enclaves in Africa
and Asia, our ancient rivals, the Neanderthals, conquered the icy terrain
and survived in areas our ancestors
could not. They lived in caves and
formed complex societies. For them,
there was simply no such thing as a
snow day.
The last ice age ended a mere
10 thousand years ago and despite
our technological superiority to the
Neanderthals, a layer of expanded
H20 molecules is still enough to stop
our society from functioning for a few

days.
Why is it routine natural processes incur such states of emergency? Think we'd be used to the planet
by now.
No worries though. If the ice
sheets ever do descend again we'll
just build bigger cars. So it would
seem that all you really need to know
to survive the snowpocolypse is how
to craft the perfect hot beverage. Here
are some recommendations:
The Perfect Hot Toddy
• Boil 1 cup of water and set aside
one tea bag
• Coat the bottom of a coffee mug
with honey.
• Combine 1 table spoon of lemon
juice with 1.5 oz (1 shot) bourbon in the mug
• Once water is boiling, prepare
tea separately then fill mug with
tea
• Stir ingredients and enjoy immediately while HOT!
Hot Apple Cider
• In a large pot on high heat combine 3 parts apple juice and 1
part water
• Add one thin slice of ginger and,
if desired, lemon wedges and
several whole cloves.
• When saucepan is at a boil, turn
down to a simmer and wait 15
minutes
• Strain out whole ingredients, add
1 cinnamon stick, and enjoy!

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:

"The secrecy is so important because it protects the
most impactful part of the experience."
-Jake Shemtob '15,
"The mystery of Kairos attracts students," pg. 5
TheMirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be tinielyaiKl submitted by email
to iiifocaiaiifiddrnirrorranor BoxAA. All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. The
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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Where is the love?

Disconnecting
with Tinder

the globe receiving the same gift and

BY MOLLY LEIDIG

corny Hallmark card to boot?

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

drove you to soccer practice everyday
and makes you chicken noodle soup

I mean, when I was in 7th grade,

whenever you're sick, or your dad

Valentine's Day, February 14th.

my boyfriend made me a clay heart

who took you to your very first base-

It's on this one magical day of the year

that said "I love you" got me a giant

ball game and taught you how to crack

2

that cupid is floating around shoot-

stuffed bear, and a dozen chocolates.

open a peanut. That, ladies and gentie-

on

ing love arrows at people and it is the

Minus the fact that I peaked really ear-

men, is real love. Then, think to your-

a Saturday.

designated day of the year that ev-

ly and haven't received that many gifts

self about all the people who don't

by rudimentary methods. A smail fire
consisting of tinder is then used to ig-

Where do you
tiiink I am? I don't respond. Next

eryone expresses their love through

on Valentine's day since...we weren't

have that in their lives and realize how

corny poems, oversized teddy bears

really in "love" Sure, he made the effort

incredibly lucky you are to have all

nite kindling." Or, you might know it

one proceeds to tell me that we are a

that are completely useless, dozens of

and it was really sweet, but Valentine's

those things. Big deal, you don't have

BY CAROLYN KOSEWSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is Tinder? By defini-

is

tion, it means, "easily combus-

a.m.

tible material used to ignite fires

as the new app that has started a wild-

"match made in heaven." I suppose

roses, and pounds

fire across college campuses. It seems

I appreciate die, bold introduction.

of chocolate. Peo-

that Fairfield has been afflicted.

After some funny conversations I go

pie in relationships

that has to try things for myself. So,

to bed, hoping to have some sweet
dreams of normal human interac-

love it, single girls
hate it, and children

once I hear of this app, I download it

tions with people I meet in normal

in middle school can't

on a random weeknight. I find myself
instantly immersed in a digital "Hot

circumstances. Upon waking I see I

wait to eat candy until

have more matches, and a few more

they're in a sugar coma.

or Not?" Seriously? I proceed to delete

messages blowing up my phone and

But, I just want to say; I am

die app after five minutes, declaring it

not anti-Valentine's day.

a creepy distraction and wishing to

distracting me as I begin my typical
Sunday pile of homework. By din-

move on with my life and homework.

nertime, I delete the app. I just can't

fuses me.

I figure that all die hype about it will

take it anymore.
Tinder allows us to hide behind

Why

I'm a naturally curious person

die off in a few days anyway, right?
So wrong. I carry on with my life,

our phones, indulge in being shal-

day is not based on au-

a boyfriend.

/

\\

Half of the

\\

people

in

relationships
aren't genuinely

happy

(but some are,
and that's great for
them)
On this Valentine's

The concept just con-

Day, I ask you to do something. Forget about all the bal-

do

we

loons, roses, chocolate, teddy

only have one day

and after little bit over a week passes,

low, and have a little harmless fun,

a year where we
express
o

I start to get the idea that this Tinder

but I fear that in die long term ap-

love for each

has really started a fire. I find out more

plications like these compromise our

other?

and more people I know are on it and

generation's ability to relate to each

loving die opportunity to prowl for

other in reality.

bears, Hershey kisses, and
\whatever other nonsense
is thrown in your face
^

wherever you walk
Look outside yourself and your relationship

'hotties' via iPhone. Saturday night,

The truth is, we are all just souls

after returning home from a party

looking to connect with each other.

and shamelessly devouring left over

Tinder appeals to that part in all of

Wouldn't

Mac and Cheese (we all do it - admit

us by allowing us to connect quickly

be more spe-

it), I decide it's the perfect time to try

and easily - a definite plus. However,

cial doing little

Tinder again. Let die games begin.

if we aren't careful about it, we might

things everyday

and

status,
make

a
difference.
Spread love everywhere

you

go. Smile at the
person that makes your latte
/

Okay, so there are some really

wind up relying on our phones to

to

cute guys on Tinder, and probably a

build relationships. We may laugh

you love just how

lot of really nonnal people, but my

when we watch Catfish and hear

much you really care? I'd

discovery is that all of these normal

about Manti Te'o's fake internet girl-

like to think so. For me, it's the little

guys seem heavily outnumbered by
some questionable characters. Mirror pic of yourself flexing at die gym?

friend, but then we allow apps like
Tinder to take up too much of our

things. The things like a care package
from my mom when I've had a stress-

precious time when we can be out in

Next. "25 year old" who looks 16? Oh,

the world building real, meaningful

please. The absolute worst are die pictures of men with their children. I'm

relationships and friendships with

show

go

people

just right every morning, make
your roommate breakfast, call

Lisa Tkach/T7ie Mirror"^-***' \^^^

your mom and tell you love her. And
then remember that it doesn't have to

thentic, undying love.
Furthermore, there is a love that

be Valentine's Day for you to do these
things. Make everyday Valentine's Day,

ful week, a hug from my best friend

exists that isn't romantic, and I feel like

because there is no such thing as too

when I'm feeling down, or simply just

little old Saint Valentine forgets this

much love. True love comes down to

hearing the words "I love you" Things

fact. Girls who don't have boyfriends

the little things, don't ever forget that.

each other. Please, let us not make it

are a lot more meaningful when they

sit in their rooms sobbing (I am totally

Having said that, it's totally ac-

about ready to run for the hills when I

a novelty to approach a cute stranger

are unexpected. Valentine's day has

not one of them), neglecting all the

get my first match! Oh good - a match!

(in person) and say, "Hi." Maybe I am

become so cliche. How is it special

true love actually present in their lives.

ceptable at the end of the day to go to
the diner with your girlfriends and eat

Now the game can really start. I am so

old fashioned, but I notice it and ap-

receiving a dozen roses from your

Don't forget your grandmother who

a banana split and complain about the

preciate it... and I might even think

sweetheart when you know there

sends you cookies every week and

men your life, just don't forget the love

that you're cute, too.

are millions of other women across

calls you everyday, or your mom who

you do have.

excited to read his message.
He asks me where I am. Dude, it

University priorities seem a mess amidst storm
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

of my storm experience.
On the morning of Sunday,

Field.

The same goes for keeping

would be plowing the field that

Looking behind me, I saw a

athletics on schedule. As long as we

soon.

Feb. 10, I was walking back from

bulldozer backing up and coming

Talk to an administrator on

do the bare minimum to keep stu-

Fairfield University has a seri-

the BCC to my townhouse on the 13

straight toward me, and realized

this point, and they will probably

dents safe, like plowing roadways

ous problem when it comes to pri-

block. Now, I'm a realistic person,

I should probably get on the side-

divert the conversation to praises

and cancelling Monday classes, we

orities, and the response to Nemo

and wasn't expecting clear side-

walk ... oh wait, they hadn't even

of how well the school did to make

can leave the sidewalks for a day or

is the perfect example of this claim.

walks the day after the conclusion

started plowing the sidewalks yet.

sure students got fed and stayed in-

two to make sure so-and-so teams

Let's get one thing straight -

of the worst blizzard to hit Con-

So in the end, I had to run up Lynch

formed.

can have practice. It's already been

the school did a decent job feeding

necticut in 30 years.
However, I was expecting to at

Rd. to avoid the possibility of being

But I think this fits just as well

made quite apparent than athletics

mowed down by a bulldozer whose

into my argument. Of course the

supersedes academics, but I didn't

school is going to continue feed-

think it was enough of a profitable
business to take priority over stu-

us, and they were nice enough to
cancel a few classes when abso-

least see a definitive effort on the

lutely necessary.

part of the school, an effort that

Now what's more important -

stretched beyond the most basic

making sure students don't have to

ing us. If they didn't, parents would
hear about it, and the possibility of

tions leave me no other choice than

tasks expected of them.

walk on slippery roads congested

enrolling younger siblings or do-

dent safety.
So for the next storm, Fairfield,

to say the following: Money comes

What I saw was the opposite.
As I walked up Lynch Rd., a look

by vehicles, or making sure athletic

nating post-graduation goes down

let's delay practice for a few days,

before student safety for Fairfield

practices and games are on sched-

significantly. In the end, it's all

and try a little harder to make sure

administration.

to my left showed two driven snow

ule? As for the latter suggestion, I

about appearance, which brings in

I don't have to run from any bull-

blowers plowing through Alumni

really can't think of why else they

the money.

dozers.

However, my own observa-

Let me take you through part
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Because we could all use a
little advice now and then...
Dear Single Gal,

Dear Miss Anne,
What do I do when I'm
single and sick of everyone being all lovey dovey
and in relationships,
complaining about their
girlfriend/boyfriend and/
or bodies?

Love,
A single self-conscious
girl

I am acquainted with one
group of guys who are experts in
this field. I will try and take their
theories and conjectures concerning single-pretty-girls-whodon't-know-they-are-pretty.
Boys try to play it cool when
they look at you. They aren't as
brave as you think. Honestly,
you are probably their kryptonite
and make them weak. You make
them so cold they freeze and can't
breathe. But you know, eventually something's gotta give, because you have that one thing.
You don't even know it, but you
are in some dude's head and he's
like, "Get out! Get out! Get out of
my head!" because he wants you
in his arms instead.
Some dude is pulling a
Spiderman, climbing walls - and
you don't notice at all! He's going
out of his mind because you have
that one thing. Woah-oh-oh-oh!

You're insecure and I don't
know what for. Take a look and
you will see that you're turning
heads when you walk through the
door!
Spend Valentines Day au
naturel because you don't need
makeup to cover up because being the way that you are is enough.
Girl, everyone else in the room
can see it, everyone else but you.
You light up people's worlds like
nobody else!
Flip that hair and it gets all
the boys overwhelmed. So, ccome on, you've got it wrong. If
only you saw what others can see,
you'll understand why them boys
want you so desperately. I can't
really see you right now because
I'm responding to your letter but I
can't believe that you don't know,
oh oh, you don't know you're
beautiful, oh oh, that's what make
you beautiful.
Love,
Miss Anne & One Direction

No Law to Attraction

Disclaimer: These columns are for entertainment purposes only. The authors are
students - not therapists - and the columns are not intended to take the place of
professional advice. The views expressed
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Mirror and
its staff members.
Interested in becoming a columnist?
Email us at info@fairfieldmirror.com.

BY KATHRYN LORRAINE
Let's get the thoughts flowing
in a new direction today. This column is all about sex, sexuality and
sexual orientation, which are topics that not only need to be taken
off the taboo list, but also need to
be openly talked about.
Regardless of where you stand
on your own sexuality, this is a column for you. A place where there
is no judgment and no fear; simply
the beauty of what it means to be
human. From gay to straight to the
fluid, anything and everything is
acceptable here.
Tfiis is a great place to transition into how I, Kathryn Lorraine, a
junior here at Fairfield University,
want to help you wrap your head
around a very big idea that is the
core, the springboard to everything
I believe in, the truth about human
nature:
Attraction. That feeling you
get when you see a girl or a guy

that you just need to get to know.
The desire to find out what makes
them tick along with the desire to
explore more than just their mind.
It is a chemical reaction that occurs
within the brain without any explanation. Literally, neurons are just
doing their daily bouncing around
and they happen to make you go a
little weak in the knees at that cutie
in your civics class.
Think about everythingyou are
attracted to: colors, music, celebrities, movies - sometimes you know
exactly as to why you love whatever
it is you love so much. Many times,
you cannot say why, but just that
you do. It's because attraction is
beyond our control.
We cannot control who we
are attracted to. We cannot control
who we fall in love with because
love starts with attraction. Think
about it, no matter what your sex,
race, sexual preference you are,
you have the ability to be attracted
to anyone.

It's a simple fact. We're all fluid
beings. We are all learning and we
are all growing. At our core there is
the preference of who we want to
be with, but with change being life's
only constant, there is so much
about our sexuality that is stifled by
societal pressures. Lift those pressures with the knowledge that in
terms of attraction, anything goes.
So you like guys? Well, if you
find yourself feeling those feelings
for a girl, don't freak. It's human
nature. So you're gay? Well, please
don't think you're not just because
someone of the opposite sex turns
you on. Attraction is going to do
what it wants, whether you like it or
not, so just go with the flow.
This is where is all starts, including this column. Got something to say? Something you want
to be heard? Let me know. Just keep
peeling back your eyes and see the
world in shades of grey as you continue reading.

We've tried Sudoku. Chess
puzzles. Now a picture hunt.
But do you have a better
idea of how to use this
space? Email us at info@
fairtieldmirror.com or tweet
us <2>MirrorFairfleld with
your ideas.
If we like what you've
suggested, we'll give you
credit ... perhaps even your
own headshot
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
WATCH OUT FOR FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Ever wonder what it
would be like to be a
part of 3x5?

What To Watch For
Wednesday - No games.
Thursday - Women's Basketball vs. Canisius, 6 p.m.
Friday - Swimming at MAAC Championships
Saturday - Women's Lacrosse at Monmouth, noon.

Here's your chance:

Sunday - No games.

•'

Just answer this question:

Monday - Men's Basketball vs Iona, 7 p.m.

With the Pope retiring, who would you

Tuesday - Men's Lacrosse vs Navy, 3 p.m.

pick as his replacement?

By The Numbers
15
23
5

and email your response to

Sports@fairfieldmirror.com
by February 28th for the opportunity to replace
The Mate in 3x5 next year.

Men's Basketball's Maurice
Barrow'14 scored
a game-high 15
points against
Saint Peter's on
Thursday.

ESPN's Stephen
A. Smith said he
could speend a
minimum of 23
hours a week on
air, in a speech
last Tuesday.

Women's Basketball's Katie
Cizynski'14had
her fifth doubledouble of the year
against Rider on
Thursday

Quote of the Week
Be crazy! Be outrageous! Be funny!

"I remember every person who laughed at me and
for the last 37 years it has served as my motivation,"
-Stephen A. Smith

■■■■■■■■■■HM

Your 2012*2013 3x5(Coiumnists:
Jennifer Calhoun,Th0mas Shea
and Michael O'Keeffe.

L SPORTS 3x

'

■

Because they like to)
talk... sports.
'

Ihe biggest news on
campus has been Winter Valentine's Day is toStorm Nemo. How did
morrow. Got any plans?
you spend your time
during the storm?

The winter storm has
been a great opportunity
for sledding and playing
in the snow. What's your
favorite winter sport?

I trudged through the
snowstorm ori Friday.
When I got back to Bellarmise, it was like that
classic snowman Campbell's soup cbmmerical.

Ididarbd; You just get to
spend like a month with
some dogs in the snow.
Haven't you seen Snow
Dogs... great movie... great
movie.

So far there have been
two severe storms in the
school year, one with
rain and one with snow
... what's next?

■

JENNIFER
CALHOUN
SPORTS EDITOR

MICHAEL
O'KEEFFE

hahahahahhhahah

No.

Trying to find a date on
Decided to dress up as
Tinder...
Santa Claus because it
seemed like the only logical option... why not?

THE MATE

\

•
Michael Jordan turns 50
on Sunday. Who do you
think is the greatest athlete of all time?

THOMAS SHEA
ASSISTANT
SPOHTS EDITOR

Studying, getting ahead Romantic dates with Sydney
Johnson and Joe Frager,
on schoolwork, eating
healthy... what everyone covering the double-header
at Webster Bank Arena
else was doing, right?
tomorrow. Maybe I'll wear
something sexy for them.

Blades of Glory inspired
my new found passion for
Jamiacan bobsledding.
Ready to rumble, ready
to ride, come on guys it's
bobseldding time!
Curling, hands down. Only
sport where the winner
buys the loser a round at
the bar afterward. Everybody wins!

It has to be Goldberg from
the Mighty Ducks. He has
the reflexes of a cat... but not
Julie the Cat. And he led the
Ducks past Iceland from the
back. GOOOLDBERG"

I'm miriking like literal
cats and dogs. Imagine
the clean up needed
for that... do you think
they'd let us keep them?

Ryan Giggs has scored a
goal in every single season
he has played in the premier
league (21 seasons). Hurry
up Liz and knight the man!
#SirRyanGiggs

End of the world.
Graduation.

Well, if it's not the Mate,
then I'll have to go with
John Daly. Nothing says
athlete like Diet Cokes
and cigartettes on a golf
course.

Zombie apocalypse, I'm
calling it now. I'm prepared, are you?

Sports
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Smith speaks to students
CONTINUED FROM PG

16

mind set that these people around ular TV personality who shared his
him, these people that he considers poignant thoughts on education,
Smith's style as he talked was to be the best, are going to slip up race and personal integrity in adunique and captivating.
someday. When they do, he's going dition to the world of sports," JohnHe talked about serious topics, to be ready to take their place.
son told FairfieldStags.com.
such as the Perm State scandal and
For Smith, the most important
After his dinner and pictures
left the audience at rapt attention thing is to be prepared and to be a with the athletes, Smith was rushed
and silent. Then at other points in presence.
back stage to get a sound check and
his speech, he would use his sense
When he walked on stage, he meet with The Mirror and WVOF
of humor to get his point across to had a presence that could not be
In his interview, Smith said
the audience.
ignored. When he had everyone's many insightful things, as he re"Everyone was very interested attention, he had to make sure that flected on his career thus far, and
in what he had to say. But at the he was ready to say things that were on his beginnings.
same time people were having a well informed.
He mentioned his role models
good laugh," said Hrvoje Glavan
He did exactly that.
as Ralph Wiley, Howard Cosell and
'15.
He made his points clear Bryant Gumbel.
One of the moments that got through humor and audacity, but
"The more you think about it,
the most laughs from the student that is what stuck with the audi- you realize the more people who
body was a story he told about his ence. His personality is an asset to have touched your life. It's because
mother. He said that he found out his profession.
of them that I am here," Smith said.
two days after she had gone on vaThat's what makes Stephen A.
In reference to his views on the
cation that she was gone. When he Smith one of the greats, whether print, television and radio world,
called her she said she figured he you agree with what he has to say Smith noted that there are so many
would find out when the bill came or not.
factors involved in each area.
to him for the vacation.
"For me I always like two of the
It was time for the son to start
Smith before the show
three. If I had to pick two it would
paying for the mother.
be writing and television because
Along similar lines, one of the
Prior to going on stage Smith of the respectability standpoint.
biggest things Smith wanted the had a few things he needed to do But it would be radio and television
students to understand was that for some of the Fairfield University in terms of what i enjoy.
they have to be ready to accept students.
"I think it has more of a prohelp, but not let it get in the way of
Earlier in the day, Smith sat found impact, when people can
you competitive spirit.
down for dinner with students in- visualize not just what you say, but
He said, "You have to under- volved in the event and student how you say it, your inflections,
stand that help can come from any- athletes.
your tenor , your cadence etc." exwhere. You just have to have your
"Stephen A. Smith was incred- plained Smith.
eyes open ... and your heart open ible and a very well spoken man.
Whether you are watching,
to receive it."
Dinner with [him] was an honor reading, or listening to what Smith
The next point he made though and something I will never forget" has to say, it's apparent immediatewas that you still have to be ready to Men's basketball's Derek Needham ly that Smith is a seasoned writer
stand on your own two feet, because '13 told FairfieldStags.com.
who knows his stuff about sports.
that is what is going to get you a job,
Men's Basketball's Head
He is one of the biggest sports
and help you excel in said job.
Coach Sydney Johnson also reflect- personalities around. Regardless of
Furthermore, while help is ed positively on the dinner with how you are consuming the infornatural and often needed, compe- Smith. "I was thrilled that Derek, mation, he wants you to know.
tition is what really sets the great Des [Wade], and Colin [Nickerson]
apart from the good.
and I were among those who had
Smith stated that he has a the opportunity to visit with a pop-

•raw
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leading scorer Sor Sags:. Josip- MiKulic wish 5 points. Sioifce leads aB
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Sports Tweets
Here are some Tweets from our Fairfield Mirror
Twitter account for the Feb. 12 Men's basketball game
against Manhattan. Be sure to follow us for live
updates!
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As told to Jennifer Calhoun by Stephen A. Smith
*
Well, I was there when Jordan
crossed over Byron Russell pulled up
for the J and posed in 1998 to win his
last championship.
"That was special.
"I don't know too many moments that usurp that.
"I was there when Shaq and
Kobe won their first championship.
"That was special.
"I was also there when Mike
Tyson fought [Andrew Golota]. This
dude was a Polish heavyweigh and
Mike Tyson fought him in Detroit.
"It wasn't the fight; it was Mike
Tyson walking into the ring.
"And you never understood why
it was such a big deal to watch him
walk into the ring, or to watch a fighter walk into the ring until that moment when I went to the fight.

"And I saw Mike Tyson, black
boots no socks, black trunks, and a
ripped up towel over his head.
"And it was so appropriate because it was very, very clear that Mike
Tyson had every intention of hurting
this man.
"He was not playing.
"You know guys are looking for
the knockout, guys hope to knockout
somebody. But it's a fight and let's
see how it happens.
"It's very rare in the day that you
walk into the stadium, and you know,
beyond a shadow of a doubt, it's just
not going 12 rounds.
"Somebody is going to get hurt.
"He's walking in here with bad
intentions.
"And it's one thing for it to occur, or for it to be because of an in-

ferior opponent. It's another thing all
together for you to feel that way because the individual you are looking
at is just not playing.
"And that was Tyson.
"You looked at him and you just
saw a man that was just hell-bent on
inflicting harm. And he was thankful
that he played in a sport that allowed
him to get away with it.
"And that was him in a nutshell.
And it was something special to behold.
"Because you watched him and
it was like you literally went from
looking forward to watching a fight to
looking at him and thinking that you
really hope this man lives.
"That's how it was."

Contributed Photo
Poster for the Tyson/Colota fight in Detroit.
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When Stephen A. Smith came
to Fairfield to speak at the Quick
Center on February 5th, he never
failed to make the audience laugh.
But at the same time, he made his
message abundandy clear: You
have to work for what you want.
Smith opened his speech with
a joke about his "First Take" cohost
Skip Bayless, whom he infamously
doesn't agree with on the show.
Joking aside, Smith went right
in to make it abundandy clear that
what he was going to show of his
personality on stage was exacdy

what you see on air.
"What you see on TV is not a
mirage... I understand that I get on
some of your nerves," Smith said to
the crowd, referencing his reputation for being a big personality and
delving into controversial topics.
"There are times where you
have to be incredibly sensitive to
things that are going on... You have
to be responsible. But at the same
time, I don't think it has to be at the
expense of authenticity as it pertains to your emotions, your feelings, your beliefs," Smith said in an
interview with The Mirror.
Along with the controversy that
Smith is known for he articulated

that it coincides with the opinions
the viewers have about him.
"If you don't like me you're
going to attack me ... I can't leave
myself vulnerable to attack," said
Smith in his speech.
However, Smith also stated
that he doesn't particularly care
if people like him. That's not why
he signed up to be a journalist, although it is essentially part of the
job description.
Smith said in his speech that
much of his life he had to work for
what he wanted.
He relayed a story in which he
was kept back in his elementary
school years, and had to work dur-

ing the summer to be able to advance to the next grade.
He also told a personal story
about being bullied as a child, because of being held back in class.
Smith recalled that the kids were
particularly cruel.
"I remember every person
who laughed at me and for the last
37 years it has served as my motivation," Smith said.
He went on to name every kid
that laughed at him when he was
a child, showing the audience the
reality of what bullying can do to
people.
This drive and working mentality has allowed him to excel in

the sports journalism field, something that not many people get to
experience.
"I get to go back to ESPN, be
on SportsCenter, then fly to Miami
... I worked for that. I earned it. But
I like my life," Smith said.
He went on to explain all of the
perks to his job, which he earned
after years of hard work and determination.
"I think my wardrobe is quite
nice. In fact this is actually my
worst outfit," Smith said showing
his sense of humor and gesturing
to his suit.
SMITH
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